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Headlines in recent times have touched upon the growth of
the country’s fashion industry, as its value to the UK economy
reached a record £32 billion in 2018-19. (Sleigh, 2018)
Overtime, the industry become over-saturated with fashion
brands producing garments within short turnaround times in
order to tap into trends and beat competition. This real time
production and demand however, came with a costly price
and the conscious consumer community drastically increased
with popularity. Therefore, trending topics of interest now
drive the Eco-market such as social and political movements,
minimalism, overconsumption and the rise of the sharing
economy, contribute to the desire for sustainable fashion and a
recovering environment.
Furthermore, this report covers an in-depth study into
defining the conscious consumer and how social and
environmental impacts drive the modern day fashion
consumer’s purchasing decisions. The author’s research
evidences how implementing sustainability is critical for
organisations and channelling this message through effective
marketing will enable a loyal relationship with the conscious
consumer and future generations. This research report will be
beneficial for both businesses whom wish to understand the
conscious consumer, and likewise this report will be appealing
to individuals that wish to know how brands are becoming
sustainable.
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GLOSSARY
Fashion eco-market – A market that aims at balancing free market economics, the
strive for social fairness and the sustainable use and protection of natural sources
.
Ethiscore – A numerical ethical rating designed to help users quickly differentiate
companies which have attracted significant levels of criticism from those which have
attracted less attention.
Green-Washing – The practice of making a misleading claim about the environmental
benefits of product or service, making a company appear more environmentally friendly
than it really is.
Sustainability - Sustainability within the fashion sector is a movement and process
of fostering change to fashion products and the fashion system.towards greater
environmental and ecological justice.
Environmentally Conscious Consumer – Environmentally conscious consumers, also
referred to as eco-conscious consumers, are defined as internet users 16-64 who say
that their concern for the environment affects their everyday purchasing decisions.
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INTRODUCTION
The report explores the growth of the Fashion Eco-market and how organisations are
conforming with sustainable practices and considering innovative marketing strategies
to connect with the conscious consumer.

1.

Explore the Fashion Eco-market and current issues within the fashion sector
regarding sustainability.

2.

Research the conscious consumer who is concerned with environmental welfare
and establish their impact on the growth of the Fashion Eco-market.

3.

Analyse case studies H&M and Know The Origin to understand how these
organisations, as well as other key players, are utilising their marketing.
Conclude research by proving recommendations for future studies, aimed at

4. organisations and industry professionals within the fashion sector.
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“Textile production contributes more to climate change
than international aviation and shipping combined.”
(House of Commons, 2019)

According to a recent report by Statista (2019), between May 2017
and May 2019 fast-fashion was the most searched category across
the internet in the UK. However, many industry experts believe this is
not reflected within sales, but more a result of the increased political
discussion regarding the environmental impacts of fast fashion, with
57% of fashion consumers purchasing more sustainability in 2019 in
comparison to previous years. (Mintel, 2019)
The way products are made, used and thrown away is
unsustainable. Sustainability in recent times has become a priority
for many fashion organisations to discontinue contributing to the
irreversible damage to the planet, (House Of Commons, 2019) “the
overall industry having demonstrated one of the highest levels of
negligence concerning the exploration of the workforce, social wellbeing, and drainage of the world’s natural resources, when it comes
to garment production.” (Henniger et al., 2017; Ryding et al., 2017;
Alevizou et al., 2017; Goworek et al., 2017) Organisations must
respond to economic and environmental opportunities, otherwise,
they face the risk of losing connection with the consumer and
continue to damage the planet.
Exploring how fashion organisations are tapping into sustainability
and researching how marketing is utilised to connect with the
conscious consumer is the aim of the report. Although a vast amount
of current literature regarding sustainability in the fashion sector
exists, secondary resources from a marketing perspective and
connecting with the conscious consumer are fragmented and hard to
locate, which is what drives the content of the report. Research into
the next stage of incorporating sustainability post product production
is and how brands are promoting and translating their pledge to
sustainability through marketing, will add newness and credibility to
the report.

Figure 1.

Sustainable Fashion
Fast-Fashion
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Therefore, this report covers analysing case studies and business
models to understand the true process of brands incorporating
sustainability and how they are establishing a true connection with
consumers through marketing. Beneficial for both businesses who
wish to understand the conscious consumer, and likewise this report
will be appealing to individuals that wish to know how brands are
becoming sustainable.

METHODOLOGY

PRIMARY RESEARCH

INTERVIEWS
Three separate structured both face-to-face and telephone
interviews were conducted with industry professionals.
Ajay Salhan - Deputy Environmental Relationship Director at
HSBC who has managed corporate relationships with many
fashion brands and their environmental promises.
Provided content for case studies and expert insight from Molly
James – Marketing Executive at Know The Origin and Anna
Gedda – Head of Sustainability at H&M.

• Biased responses – Influence of other participants and the
researcher could have impacted discussion.
• Pressured environment – Some participants were not as
voiced as others.
• Fashion students may have had more knowledge about
sustainability which was reflected in discussion.

Limitations:
• Contact with credible employees at brands and arranging
interviews was difficult.
• Email response was time-consuming therefore, different
approaches had to be taken.
• Keeping interviews short and engaging for comprehensive
answers.

Survey Monkey was utilised to create a varied questionnaire
aimed at fashion consumers. Answers from Millennials/
Generation Z, aged 18-35 were needed to gain valuable insight
and data. The survey was distributed strategically online
using the website Poll Pool whereby the researcher controlled
user’s access to complete the survey. Filters included age
and disposable income. The survey link was also distributed
at a fashion sustainability event in Manchester. In total 100
responses were received and analysed.

ONLINE SURVEY AND POLL

FOCUS GROUPS

For a more generalised response, an Instagram poll was
conducted on the researcher’s platform as well as on a fashion
brand platform to gain two different collations of answers
regarding their buying behaviour and value of sustainability.

Two focus groups were used to gain wider research on
the consumer age range and attitudes towards the topic.
The researcher conducted two focus groups consisting of
participants with similar interests as this would provoke
discussion. The first focus group consisted of 6 Millennial
Fashion students, aged 18-25. The second group focused on
Generation Z, 5 participants aged 26-35. Both focus groups
consisted of 10 questions regarding personal buying habits and
opinions about sustainability within the fashion sector, that were
recorded and transcribed in English.

These responses were valuable to inform consumer research on
a wider scale, proving quantitative and qualitative data.
Limitations:
• The majority of respondents were women, despite the aim of
gaining both male and female responses.
• Biased responses – Dishonest or incorrect when answering
survey questions.
• Participants would need access to the internet to participate in
surveys and polls.

This method of research was important to contribute newness
and qualitative data to the report by opening a wider discussion.
Limitations:
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PRINT-BASED MATERIAL

EVENT AND EXHIBITION

The Ethical Consumer (2019) How to Slow Down Fast-Fashion.
Issue 180. London: Consultancy.
•
In particular, the magazine is useful for tables and
statistics to inform research regarding the consumer and their
buying habits. The magazine provides the newest break down of
market leaders and their contributions to sustainable fashion.

The researcher travelled to Manchester to gain quality
primary research. The first event was the Nordic Craft and
Design Exhibition at the Manchester Art Gallery showcasing
H&M’s Conscious Collection as well as other fashion and
accessory pieces from 1930 to the present day. The exhibition
was useful to inform case study research, as well as gaining an
understanding of other market leaders and key players.
The second event attended was The Future of Fair Fashion
Sustainability Event at Know The Origin that included a panel
of guest speakers who were sustainable business owners and
experts across the fashion and magazine industries. The notes
taken from the event were used to inform case study research
as well as within the main body discussion for views regarding
sustainable fashion.

Belk, R., Devinney, T. and Eckhardt, G. (2006) Consumer Ethics
and Cultures. 8th edn. London, Oxfordshire: Taylor & Francis
Group.
•
This source provides a highly credible viewpoint and
insight into the fashion sector from expert journalists within the
field and is utilised to inform the main body discussion.
Image 4. Event Leaflet.

WGSN (2019) Global Category Guide: Sustainability. Available
at: https://www-wgsn-com.ezproxy.bcu.ac.uk/content/board_
viewer/#/82275/ [Accessed 18/11/19]
•
The WGSN sustainability reports provided relevant
concept imagery and credible research regarding current market
leaders and brand marketing strategies.

A carefully selected line of documentaries and tv
programmes were selected to watch to gain research including
‘Fashions Dirty Secrets’ (2018), ‘The True Cost’(2015) and
‘Breaking Fashion’ (2019). This method of research contributed
to viewpoints argued within the report. Proving insight into
sustainable fashion through a different genre regarding the
fashion sector and current issues.

Image 5. H&M Conscious Collection Dress.
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House of Commons (2019) Fixing Fashion: Clothing
Consumption and Sustainability. Available at: https://
publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201719/cmselect/
cmenvaud/1952/1952.pdf [Accessed 30/10/19]
•
The report informs the researcher of recent laws and
political discussions regarding sustainable fashion. The report
provides trustworthy and credible content by industry experts
and politicians that is used to form an argument in favour of
sustainable fashion.

EXISTING LITERATURE

OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH

ONLINE ARTICLES

CHAPTER ONE:
1.1 THE FASHION SECTOR
OVERVIEW
The current population of the world is 7.7 billion
with a growth rate of 1.08%, 82 million people, per
year (Word O Meters, 2019) and for the UK fashion
industry, this means more consumers with capital
to invest in fashion retailers. A recent report by Ibis
World (2019) states that the fashion industry is worth
£43 billion in 2018-19. The sector is booming, with
organisations striving to meet the instant demand
for fashion and trends, as seen in Figure 2, in the
Clothing Retailing in the UK report, these figures
show that consumer demand has been driving
the growth of fast-fashion with brands developing
stronger strategies to entice consumers to purchase
unnecessary products which has resulted in overconsumption, however, the figures suggest there is
positive responses to sustainable fashion.

FASHION SHOULD
NOT COST THE EARTH

1.2 THE FASHION ECO-MARKET

The term ‘Eco’ is short for Ecology, “The
study of interactions between organisms and their
environment.” (Sunday, 2016) The Fashion EcoMarket refers to brands within the fashion industry
who are considering their impact on the environment,
including the welfare of consumers and workers.
(Sunday, 2016)
The market for Eco-Fashion is now a £4 billion
per annum industry signalling a major shift within
sustainable fashion. (Ethea, 2019) This article
suggests sustainable fashion is now more desirable
and in-demand, forcing organisations to become more
honest and transparent in regards to their sustainable
contribution such as practices that do not pose a
threat to the environment.

In focus group one, participant five holds the view
that “Sustainability has become a massive part of
the fashion sector in recent times, Eco-fashion will
be known to everyone very soon” supporting the
conscious consumer attitude.
The results of this study indicate that the
movement has resulted in a consumer divide, with
traditional fast-fashion individuals still desiring instant
products, which results in brands executing shorter
turn-around times than ever before. On the other
hand, the conscious consumer accounts for the
damage being caused to the planet and wants brands
to adhere to sustainable methods driving the growth
of the Fashion Eco-market.

According to Gilliland (2019), there are said
to be four additional factors fuelling the growth of
the fashion sector; Speed and Agility, Influencer
Endorsement, Sales through Social Interaction such
as Word-of-Mouth and Sustainability and Ethical
movements. This suggests that by working in
coherence with each other, these factors have guided
the fashion industry to become the biggest in the
world.
Interestingly, this is supported by the annual
Hitewise Report (2017) evidencing that “19% of
the top fast-fashion related searches are linked to
the environment, ethics, and sustainability.” This
implies that due to increased discussion regarding
sustainability within fashion, the modern consumer
is now exposed to existing literature which is driving
their purchasing choices.

Figure 2.
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Image 7.
Author’s Own - Survey thoughts
regarding sustainability and fast-fashion.
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1.3 CURRENT ISSUES WITHIN
THE FASHION SECTOR
The fashion sector faces prominent environmental
and social issues amongst others moving forward into
2020. The supply and demand for clothing is more
prominent than ever before, which has always been
driven by concerns with fashion trends, individual
dress styles, and personal looks since the beginning
of the 20th century. (Hansen, 2000) This links to
further existing literature with the average individual
spending £1042 per year on their wardrobes, (Crisell,
2017) it is a time of over-consumption realisation and
the growth of the conscious consumer community.

To this date, one of the most iconic moments in
history to change the fashion sector forever, was
the Rana Plaza factory collapse in Bangladesh
in 2013. (Henninger et al., 2017; Alevizou et al.,
2017; Goworek et al., 2017; Ryding et al., 2017)
The disaster caused widespread concern regarding
fast-fashion, killing thousands of workers and
resulting in the redirection of priorities and the
interest in sustainable fashion. Since this tragic
event, sustainable fashion has gone mainstream and
every aspect of the fashion sector was re-evaluated
from workers’ rights to fabric sourcing and garment
manufacturing. (The True Cost, 2015)

Over recent years there has been a rise in factual
interest, with the launch of documentaries that are
accessible to the public which exposes the truth of the
fashion industry. The 2019 documentary “Fashion’s
Dirty Secrets: Stacey Dooley” was one of the most
viewed documentaries in time, and stated that
fashion was the second biggest polluter of the planet.
Educating and informing viewers by expressing
concern for the critical need for sustainable adaption
of fashion brands to reduce the environmental strain
on the planet.(“Fashion’s Dirty Secrets: Stacey
Dooley, 2018) It is because of documentaries such as
this that are fuelling discussion and movement.

Likewise, David Attenborough inspired the “plastic
revolution” with the Blue Planet II BBC series that
tackled pollution and the effect of overconsumption.
(Haave, 2019) Plastic waste dominated press
headlines in recent years and became one of the
most viewed programmes of 2017. The programme
became somewhat of a revolution and Andrew Dykes,
the founder of the Global Sustainability Trust, coined
the “Blue Planet Effect” theory that helps to transform
investments that benefit environmental and social
causes. The effect refers to the consumer’s desire to
cut usage of plastics wherever possible, leading more
fashion retailers and brands to seek ways of removing
plastic from the supply chain. (Bow, 2018)

Sustainability is the biggest challenge facing
organisations in 2019. Evidenced with an online
survey whereby the results found a theme in survey
respondents with words such as “transparency” and
“honesty”, repeated by 10 participants, in response
to being asked what they expect from fashion brands
in 2019. Furthermore, sustainability has become an
‘omnipresent word’ in recent years, which refers to the
popularity of the subject within discussions increasing
in comparison to previous years. (Suhrawardi, R.
2019) There have been significant events in fashion
history that have marked this evolution of Eco-fashion
and continues to influence significant change.

Consequently, the political debate for the
government to do more to address sustainable
fashion is a priority. In January 2019, Members
of Parliament launched an inquiry regarding
sustainability within the fashion industry. This was
prompted by the rapid growth of fast-fashion and the
after-effect of overconsumption and excess shopping,
leading to landfills and the release of toxic chemicals.
(House Of Commons, 2019) Findings were put
forward to the government and recommendations
covered environmental protection of the planet, and
the committee has said that some of the proposals
may be considered by 2025. (Mintel, 2019)
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Despite these efforts in favour of sustainable
fashion, 87% of survey respondents, particularly
Millennials and Generation Z aged 18-55, feel that
not enough is being done still with the innovative
technologies available. (Pound, 2019) In response,
the majority of organisations are increasingly
attempting to incorporate sustainability into strategies
due to the increasing demand for sustainable products
and transparent supply chains. (Strähle, 2017)
For example, Lyst recently reported a 47% annual
increase in shoppers searching for “organic cotton”
clothing and stated that with factual evidence, brands
have no choice but to ‘put their money where their
mouth’ is when it comes to sustainable fashion.
(Pinnock, 2018) Incorporating this mega-trend has
become an important aspect of business strategies
and suggests that most organisations have to respond
positively to the shift in consumer attitudes to keep
customer relationships.

1.4 SUMMARY
The following conclusions can be drawn
from previous research that organisations must
acknowledge sustainability as one of the biggest
issues facing the fashion sector. Though fast-fashion
is still desired by many with brands convincing
individuals to over-consume, the conscious
consumer community is driving the growth of the
Eco-market. Thus, previous years have exposed
the fashion industry as the second biggest polluter
of the planet through public media, and the strive
for environmentally friendly fashion is at the centre
of consumer purchasing decisions to invest in
transparent, honest fashion brands.

Hennes in Västerås,
Sweden.
THE RISE OF FASHION

1900 1950

First deparment
stores appeared
in UK and US in
the early 19th
century. Rise in
industrialisation
and made-to-order
fashion.
1950s: Consumer culture
cultivated, economy
based on mass productio,
predominantly made in
the UK. Proliferation of
shopping centres, outlet
stores and seasonal sales
to encourage increased
consumption promoted
through market. Consumer
society emerged.

“An era like no
other.” (Leaper, 2017)
Transition from the 1940s
to 1950s was a radical
change. Post-war fashion
was more accessible than
ever before, with future
fashion icons such as
Marilyn Monroe, Brigitte
Bardot and Audrey
Hepburn having immense
influencing power.

CHAPTER TWO::
THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
CONSUMER AND SUSTAINABILITY
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1960s: Political and social
movements were developing
as the demand for fashion
was growing - awareness
of the humans impact on
the planet was rising and
literature exposing the
damage of the fashion
industry was gaining
April 22nd, 1970: The First
World Earth Day. Modern
environmental movement
meant that sustainable
fashion emerged to
encourage the making of
1980s: Rise in global
communication and offshore
manufacturing agreements
underway, fashion became
cheaper and more
accessible than ever.
Production and consumption
rates accelerated skyrocketed. Fast-fashion was

1960 1980
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1990 2000

During this time,
the industry
experienced major
shifts, with the
rising popularity
and investment
in sustainable
fashion.
(Gonzalez, 2015)

After coinage of fast-fashion,
strategies emerged due
to a desire for quick turnaround time and instant
trends. Industrial revolutions
happened meaning fastfashion was thriving. Major
shifts in production logistics,
timelines and scale which
increased output and overconsumption.
From the 90s to the early
20th century the first
sustainable collection was
developed and launched,
long before “Eco-fashion”
became fashion, Esprit
debuted the first Ecollection
made of 100% organic
materials, which raised the
awareness of environmental
impacts.

The consumerist
society began rebellious
movements starting with
the hippie revolution,
which embraced natural
fabrics and a simpler way
of life that was anti-fashion
followed by punk and goth
movements encouraging
vintage fashion. Sustainable
and ethical fashion was
making even more of an
appearence.
Image 10.

1973-2005: The UK signed
an agreement in 1973 to
set-up a quota system to limit
the amount of textile and
apparel imports from specific
countries. Unintentionally,
the agreement drove up
domestic manufacturing
costs. Therefore, this was
eliminated in 2005 and
replaced by a World Trade
Organisation agreement,
which allowed companies
to outsource manufacturing
abroad.

Image 11.

THE RISE OF
THE CONSCIOUS
CONSUMER.
The developments and
innovations allowing
fast-fashion brands to
manufacture abroad led
to major controversy that
prompted consumers to
begin questioning the
origins of their garments.
Therefore, brand
transparency had never
been so unclear to the
fashion consumer and
brand honesty became
an important influence on
purchasing decisions.

Early
20th
Century
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Present
Day
Eco-consciousness “do it
yourself” movement and
consumer awareness of
circular fashion and re-selling
emerged. Websites such as
Ebay, Depop and Shpock
embraced a second life use
for unwanted goods.

Slow-fashion, brand
transparency, and sustainable
fabrics are growing trends.
Sustainability visions are at the
centre of most brands.

2013: The Rana Plaza
collapse was an incident
that highlighted an issue of
‘Green washing’, meaning
organisations were making
false environmental and
ethical claims, in this
incident, with working
conditions. The world
was realising how bad
the fashion industry had
become. Documentaries
such as ‘The True Cost’
began exposing the industry.
1991-2019: Nike was in the
spotlight for low wages and
poor working conditions.
This was the first target
following the Rana Plaza
incident to headline media.
Consumers protested which
led to the company making
serious changed to it’s
supply chain. The incident
shocked competitors into
adhering to consumer
demand. 24 years later in
2019, Nike is one of the
world’s most sustainable
companies.

Image 12.

CHAPTER TWO:

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
CONSUMER AND SUSTAINABILITY

2.1 THE BEGINNING OF FASTFASHION
In previous years, consumers would purchase
fast-fashion from organisations to gain connotations
of wearing a brand name, for trend and style, and
short turnaround time. (Cotton, 2018) However, with
the rising interest in sustainable fashion, the barrier
between price and consumer remains existent, with
55% of consumers saying they could not afford to pay
more for sustainable clothing, in particular, millennial
students as this poll was hosted on Instagram.
(Pound, 2019) This suggests that though individuals
may have good intentions, they could not realistically
buy an environmentally friendly new wardrobe in
comparison to fast-fashion, due to low disposable
income.
Subsequently, fast-fashion’s lower price points gain
consumer interest through marketing which makes
products look desirable for less, yet despite this, fastfashion pieces are known to not hold high quality in
the same regard as sustainable pieces and it is this
what damages this environment in order for fashion
retailers to make profit at the expense of the planet.
(Whiting, 2019)
According to Edology (2019), researchers in the
mid 19th century discovered a gap in the market,
whereby there was a willingness to purchase items of
a lower standard, therefore chief operators of fashion
brands saw this opportunity in the market immediately.
Thus, the fast-fashion revolution began and the need
for the quick turnover of designs that moved from the
catwalk to current fashion trends became a desire
and fashion retailers would adhere to the consumer’s
needs to remain profitable.

The 1980s saw what was once a discovery
evolve into an empire. ‘Fast-fashion’ was coined
and an innovative strategy was adopted worldwide
that would accommodate the fast-fashion consumer
demand. The new strategy became problematic
when it expressed no concern as to how these
products would be made without posing a threat to
the environment. (Bohdanowicz, Clamp, 1994) Fastfashion production began to dominate and mammoth
brands such as Zara became market leaders
producing around 30,000 product units annually,
driving the desire for instant clothing. (Ceccagno,
2017) the fashion industry to become the biggest in
the world.

2.2 THE RISE OF THE CONSCIOUS
CONSUMER

Within the history of fashion are key events that
mark significant movements for the environmentallyconscious consumer. As seen in Figure 3, fastfashion made an appearance in the 1950s when
industrial revolutions were made and the World
Trade Organisation agreement was signed,
this agreement opened the flood gates to major
production shifts in mass production, shorter turnaround time and increased overconsumption. (World
Trade Organisation, 2019) This was the beginning of
environmental destruction and the drastic growth of
community protests.
Shortly after the coinage of fast-fashion, in
1983, researchers began to assemble a network of
networks, which became the World Wide Web in
1990 invented by Tim Berners-Lee. (Lee et al., 2000;
Montgomery et al., 2000; Shapiro et al., 2000; Shah et
al., 2000; Wang et al., 2000)
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Since then, the advancement in technology has begun
to influence individuals’ fashion choices through online
marketing and thus, fast-fashion spiked in growth
when younger shoppers wanted things instantly from
on-screen to same-day delivery. (Abbate, 2000)
Younger shoppers are now expressing a radical
change in the way they shop. Also known as Late
Millennials and Generation Z, those aged 18-55 have
only known a world with internet from a young age,
therefore, it is expected that the information found
on the internet acts as a heavy influencer on their
purchasing decisions. These are activists, those who
are more responsive and are willing to voice their
opinions to make a difference. (Thompson, 2018)
In present-day fashion, consumers are said to
be continuously changing and buying behaviour
continues to evolve. The community concerned
with environmental welfare has never been more
empowered, with magazines such as The Ethical
Consumer (2019) which brings together material of
audience interest, such as ‘How to slow down fastfashion’ an article dedicated to what consumers can
actively do to help the environment and motivate the
sustainability movement. The October edition exposes
brand transparency at every angle, including those
participating in multi-stakeholder initiatives. This
movement forces brands to make a significant change
or they face losing their clientele to much smaller
and more innovative brands that use sustainable
practises.

“Today’s
fashion
consumers
are finding,
sharing,
buying and
researching
brands in
completely
new ways.”
Image 13.
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(Lundberg, 2018)

CHAPTER TWO:

THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
CONSUMER AND SUSTAINABILITY

2.3 VALUES, NEEDS AND DESIRES
Though there has been risen attention regarding
sustainable consumption in recent literature,
according to Szmign et al; Carrigan et al. and
McEachern et al. (2009) the conscious consumer
remains a ‘work in progress’ and have a complex
mix of behaviours while seeking alternatives to
environmentally damaging fashion, as consumers are
aware that each purchase made by themselves “has
ethical, resource, waste and community implications.”
(Szmigin et al., 2009; Carrigan et al., 2009;
McEachern et al., 2009)
Consequently in the present-day, the exposure of
sustainability continues to escalate which is increasing
the pressure entering consumer purchasing decisions
in making a beneficial choice that will not contribute
to a guilty conscience. According to The Ethical
Consumer website (Hunt, 2019), there are five desires
that conscious consumers want from this movement
and these are what drives a purchase; Contribution
to a better environment, a healthy local and global
society, good animal welfare, and good health and
wellbeing. Consumers believe that shopping with
these desires can make a true difference and reduce
both ecological and non-ecological impact.
Furthermore, a survey conducted by the researcher
reinforces this article, as 45% out of 100 respondents
claim to consider the environmental impact prior to
deciding what to buy and which brands to buy from.
(Pound, 2019) The survey also found ‘Sustainable
sourcing’, ‘Better materials’, ‘Brands changing their
impact’, and ‘Transparency and honesty’ were
repeated in response to questioning what they expect
to see when purchasing from a sustainable brand.
To conclude this thought, the author’s research

process and origin of a garment so that they know
they are not contributing to a negative impact on
the planet. Many researchers believe that this will
eventually be a penultimate decision and if brands
to not adapt to these needs, they will gradually lose
their consumer’s trust and investment in their brand,
therefore, younger generations will be raised with a
mentality that boycotts unsustainable brands. (HahnPetersen, 2018)

2.4 CLOTHES AS THERAPY FOCUS GROUP AND THEORY
Existing literature also proposes another area of
consideration, in how the conscious consumer society
fundamentally runs based on progressing towards
a better environment and according to Belk et al;
Devinney et al. and Eckhardt et al. (2005) a ‘lack
of attention’ is paid to research in regards to how
purchasing sustainable fashion makes the consumer
feel about themselves, and how buying sustainable
fashion is also supposedly ‘feeding the ego’ which is
key driver of the Fashion Eco-market.
In 2012, Cognitive Psychologists Galinsky and
Adam coined the theory ‘Enclothed Cognition’ which
describes “the systematic influence that clothes have
on the wearer’s psychological processes” referring to
the symbolic meaning of the clothes and the physical
experience of wearing them. This research theory
is significant to this report as it explores hidden
reasoning influencing purchasing decisions and could
be translated through business strategies, converting
to sustainable fashion sales. (Adam, H. Galinsky, A.
2012)
The author of this report conducted two focus
groups with participants aged 18-55, to gain
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quantitative data but most importantly to test the
theory. The discussion involved purchasing decisions,
barriers to purchasing sustainable fashion and what
is expected from fashion brands. With inspiration from
Galinsky and Adam’s study, the conductor instructed
the participants to change into an item of sustainable
clothing at the beginning of the discussion and to
change into personal clothing halfway through the
discussion. The questions were structured to monitor
how the garment affected change in responses,
although participants were not aware of this.
Interestingly, by analysing transcripts it became
apparent that whilst participants wore the item,
responses were positive and open-minded regarding
sustainable fashion with Participant One stating they
felt changing into the garment was “Reliving and
therapeutic, being able to wear something without
having a guilty conscience”, and another stating the
way that they feel in the garment represents how they
feel when purchasing sustainable fashion. (Pound,
2019)
However despite this, when further into
the discussion when changing clothes, negative
suggestions were occurring such as the expense
of sustainable clothing is too much, and 3/6 of the
participants agreed with each other, stating that
consuming fast-fashion is a ‘Vicious circle’, suggesting
it is hard to ever fully transition to only purchasing
sustainable clothing. This change in attitude suggests
that sustainable fashion symbolises more than just a
positive contribution to the environment, but also that
wearing it has a more powerful impact on people’s
behaviour, decisions, and motivation to drive the
movement.

2.5 SUMMARY
Environmentally conscious consumers are those specifically aged 18-55, Millennials and
Generation Z. Their concern for the environment drives their purchasing decisions and everyday
actions. For strategically planned marketing they are a prime audience to target as they thrive on
becoming activists, with the need to feel a part of the conscious consumer community. The older age
bracket typically has more disposable income to invest in sustainable brands, whereas the younger
generations go above and beyond to drive change so that future generations, Generation X, who
predictably will boycott unsustainable brands completely (McIntosh, 2009), will experience a better
environment.

Image 14.
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CHAPTER THREE:

FASHION BRANDS
AND ECO-MARKETING

3.1 FASHION MARKET LEADERS
AND KEY PLAYERS
‘Greenwashing’ is a term coined by
environmentalist Jay Westervelt in 1986. This
term refers to many UK fashion brands positioning
themselves as sustainable to seek good public
relations. As the demand for sustainable fashion
became a critical trend, many brands knew they had
to adhere to the consumer’s needs. However, many
brands were not putting planet over profit and were
proven to use “deceptive labelling, deliberately vague
sustainability policies and over-usage of buzz-words
such as ‘eco-friendly’, ‘eco-friendly’ and ‘clean’ with
hardly any justification.” (Blanchard, 2018)
However, over recent years the conscious
consumer community and mainstream discussions
regarding the current environmental conditions
have escalated drastically. Ajay Salhan, Deputy
Environmental Relationship Director at HSBC, who
liaises with mammoth fashion brands stated in an
interview that “Brands have had to provide honesty
and transparency throughout their supply chain, as
they know if not, they risk losing consumer loyalty and
trust, as well as facing legal implications with the UK’s
Advertising Standards Agency who penalise brands
for publishing misleading and false advertising.”
(Pound, 2019) Organisations have been made aware
that the conscious consumer will question a brand’s
sustainability promise before purchasing, especially
as competitors will be aiming to reach out to that
consumer.

Furthermore, within focus group one, participants
discussed the Little Mistress Sustainable Capsule
Collection featuring Zara McDermott with the
message of ‘Partying guilt-free’, participants felt the
brand was “Clearly just tapping into a ‘trend’ for profit
purpose” with “No concern for the environment”,
remarks were made regarding the campaign imagery
is perceived as green-washed as there was no
expression for the need to buy sustainable clothing
over fast-fashion.
Understandably, the fashion supply chain can
be vast and complex which means achieving
transparency throughout can be logistically difficult.
(Reich, 2012) However, on the other hand, there are
global brands positioned as market leaders such as
Eileen Fisher, Everlane, Patagonia, Reformation,
Nike, and Stella McCartney, who are successfully
placing sustainability at the centre of their businesses
with commitments to use 100% organic fabrics, to
show supply chain transparency, and to support
circular fashion which connects them with the
audience that deeply cares about environmentallyfriendly fashion. (Smith, 2018)
Organisations such as The Ethical Consumer
Magazine, allows consumers to access brand
background information through providing research
regarding their environmental and ethical impacts of
brands.
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As seen in Image 4, the October 2019 edition
provides a table of brands, placing Patagonia as
the ethical leader, with an Ethiscore of 13 out of 14.
The table also exposes the most environmentally
disruptive brands such as Amazon and George At
Asda rating a low of 0. (The Ethical Consumer, 2019)
Being able to access this transparent insight
influences the conscious consumers purchasing
decisions. As one out of thousands of subscribers
stated: “Ethical consumption is such a confusing
area, the magazine helps me to frame issues
and make up my mind, based on the information
available.” (Ali, 2019) This existing literature is
just one example of how consumers can be easily
exposed to honest research that supports sustainable
brands by breaking down their environmental efforts,
which will penultimately continue taking sales from
unsustainable brands.

Figure 4.
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H&M:

CASE STUDY
AND SWOT ANALYSIS

Image 15.

Table 1.
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H&M:

CASE STUDY
AND SWOT ANALYSIS

3.2 H&M CASE STUDY AND SWOT
ANALYSIS
In October 1947, Erling Persson founded what
is now the mammoth brand H&M. The brand went
from strength to strength with fast-fashion at its
peak, H&M launched a collaboration marketing
strategy in 2004 with Karl Largerfeld. According to
The Guardian (2004) the clothing retailer stated that
sales had grown at their fastest rate in two years
following ‘strong demand’ for the designs with a 24%
increase. This was a clear indication to both H&M
and competitors, that people wanted high fashion
at a lower price point. The desire for quality fashion
with a faster turnaround time was reflected in sales.
H&M soon became a mammoth fashion organisation,
until the need for change within the fashion industry
became inevitable and sustainability became a
growing demand from consumers.

The CEO states within the report that H&M’s key
to sustainability success is incorporating several
factors: Transparency, Innovation, and Rewarding
Sustainable Actions. H&M’s Sustainability Vision is
also built upon three key ambitions, as seen in Image
5. Allowing customers to trace products, identifying
and sharing challenges, and rewarding business
partners colleagues and customers has proven to be
a success in recent years as in Fashion Revolution’s
2018 Index, H&M Group was ranked in the top 5 with
a score of 55% out of 58%. (Fashion Revolution Index
2018)
For Global brands, adopting a completely greenimage is a time consuming and difficult process but
with market leaders such as H&M exemplifying that

slowly implementing sustainable alternatives can have
a long term effect on both environment and consumer
loyalty, this encourages competitors to follow in their
footsteps by setting an example.
H&M’s sustainability success is progressing
drastically each year. As seen in Table 2, H&M’s
sustainability success is progressing drastically
each year. As seen in the SWOT analysis, with such
presence in the Global and European markets, H&M
has set the standard for key players within the fashion
sector. H&M’s environmental effort could be criticised
for continuing to manufacture fast-fashion as well as
sustainable fashion but is praised by the majority for
achievements made, and are now an influence for
other fashion brands.

However, the growth in demand for
environmentally-friendly fashion increased and in
2010, the first Conscious Collection was launched
which utilised new technologies and utilised
sustainable fabrics such as recycled polyester and
organic cotton, which was one of the most important
marks in sustainable fashion history that now consists
of both fashion and couture pieces, as seen in Image
6 at the Manchester Art Gallery. Anna Gedda, the
Head of Sustainability at H&M, stated in an interview:
“As one of the biggest brands in the world, we have
incredible influence over brands as we are positioned
to make a positive impact.” (Pound, 2019)
Furthermore, H&M’s Annual Sustainability
Report (2019) showcases all environmental and
ethical achievements that are publicly accessible.

Table 2.
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Image 17.

Image 19.

Image 18.
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KNOW THE ORIGIN:

CASE STUDY
AND SWOT ANALYSIS

Table 3.
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Image 12.
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KNOW THE ORIGIN:

CASE STUDY
AND SWOT ANALYSIS

3.3 KNOW THE ORIGIN CASE
STUDY AND SWOT ANALYSIS
Founded in 2013 by Charlotte Instone, Know
The Origin (KTO) is now Ethical Consumer
Magazine’s 2017 top-rated ethical fashion brand,
making “Fairtrade and Organic Clothing, with a
full supply chain transparency.” (Eventbrite, 2017)
Instone began the business shortly following
the Rana Plaza incident, as she considered this
a symbol of what happens when only profit is
measured. Having recently graduated with a
Buying and Merchandising degree from London
College of Fashion, Instone’s influence came
from her education and knowledge of creating
clothes as well as executing their promotion.
Setting up a business in the 20th century,
sustainability was already an increasingly
discussed topic, the fashion industry needed
sustainable brands that would promote industrywide change.
In comparison to H&M, Instone built a
business based upon sustainability whereas,
for established fashion brands, it is a case
of removing the exploitation built into their
systems. Instone admits having faced challenges
launching KTO, “When researching the supply
chain, we realised how difficult it is to trace
every component of a garment and trusting
that everyone will communicate on the same
transparent level as you.” In a Mamoq (2019)
interview, Instone said that the first step in having
larger corporations embrace transparency and
accountability throughout their supply chain
is “knowing that the KTO model of ethics and
transparency works” and it is due to risk and
fear that brands cannot commit to being 100%
sustainable.

What makes KTO unique, is how they
connect with their consumers as a brand. They
don’t ‘believe’ in paid promotions or advertising,
they rely heavily on organic growth by launching
pop-up stores across the UK whereby they host a
variety of events. To enhance the research of this
report the author attended ‘Start-up to started,
The Future of Fair Fashion’ to meet Instone and
the KTO team. Instone educated the panel and
guests about their 25 standards these which fall
under the people, planet and purpose framework.
KTO supports smaller ethical brands and when
considering to start a partnership, the brand must
show authenticity, planet-over-profit, traceability,
and transparency throughout the supply chain
and adhere to at least 6 of the standards. Instone
claimed to be seeing their highest sales in years,
due to their specific selection of brands. (Pound,
2019)
As suggested in Table 4, Know The Origin
is worlds apart from mammoth brand H&M.
However, is making credible progress to paving
the way for smaller upcoming sustainable
brands. KTO has a strong UK presence due to
interacting face-to-face with their audience, which
is reflected in their successful organic growth.
On the other hand, although this reinforces
their brand message, this could be seen as
an opportunity to utilise their platforms and
promotions to reach a wider audience that shares
the same interest whilst putting sustainability at
the centre of their business.
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Table 4.

“61% of brands
don’t know
exactly where
their products are
manufactured and
96% don’t know
where their material
has exactly came
from.” (Pound, 2019)
Image 21.

Image 22.

Image 23.
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3.4 BRAND TO CONSUMER:
EFFECTIVE MARKETING
Sustainability continues influence shopping
decisions with a recent Unilever study finding
that “21% of people saying they would support
brands that clearly convey sustainability aspects
through their marketing and packaging” (Unilever,
2017) with easily accessible reports such as
this, quantitative data is applying the pressure
to fashion brands to consider environmental and
ethical factors due to their increasing importance
to the consumer.
Marketing sustainable fashion is often referred
to as the process of ‘Green Marketing’, which
refers to “the process of selling products based
on their environmental benefits” (Ward, 2019)
The product and strategy may be environmentally
friendly in itself and/or produced in an
environmentally-friendly way, such as promoting
sustainable packaging on social media platforms.
Organisations are implementing sustainable
practises and new marketing strategies as current
research concludes that by doing so, they can
make their products more attractive with more
benefits for the planet and connect with the
conscious consumer. (Lein, 2018)
On the other hand, research suggests that
there are many implications when marketing
sustainable fashion, or producing environmentallyfriendly marketing materials. Many fashion
brands continue to embed the opinions of Walley
and Whitehead, authors of “It’s Not Easy Being
Green”, May-June 1994, who argued that the most
prominent implication is the expense. Supposedly,
this is the barrier for unsustainable businesses,
that the cost garment production, innovative
marketing, and overall greenness is “skyrocketing
at most companies, with little chance of payback
insight.” (Harvard Business Review 1994)

successfully to KTO’s approach to brand growth
and now have an organic following of 57K on
Instagram alone. (Pound, 2019) This case study
is, therefore, a relevant example of how innovative
and effective marketing such as through face-toface interaction events, will organically re-connect
with the consumer and future generations if
executed successfully. For brands with an already
known presence, this would be easily achievable.
Whilst sustainable fashion is, in fact, more
costly, this author’s viewpoint is outdated, with
the Millennial and Generation Z consumer
appreciating brand effort towards sustainable
fashion, Know The Origin is a relevant example
of how marketing eco-fashion does not have
to come at such an expense and instead they
get consumers involved with their Marketing
through physical events, the smallest investment
will organically re-connect with the conscious
consumers and future generations if executed
successfully.
Existing literature is saturated with sustainable
marketing theories, amongst the most popular is
the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) framework, coined
in 1994, which encourages companies to focus
on environmental concerns just as they do on
profits. Focusing on three components, People
and Community (social responsibility), Planet
(environmental sustainability) and Profit (the
bottom line) this is translated into the message of
many effective sustainable marketing campaigns.
(Beehner, 2019) It can be inferred that only
when companies measure their environmental
impact without more of a focus on profit and
measurement is balanced, will the organisations
be environmentally responsible.
To elaborate, a successful sustainability
campaign must adhere to the following factors:
Knowing The Conscious Consumer – Researching
the market to evaluate opportunities and
understand their likes, passions and values;
PAGE
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“I VALUE A BRAND MORE IF THEY INFORM YOU
ABOUT THE ORIGIN OF GARMENTS AND IS
TRANSPARENT ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFORTS IN THEIR SUPPLY CHAINS, THROUGH
HONEST MARKETING.” - Survey Statement

Figure 5. Online Survey.

Platforms – Patagonia’s ‘Don’t buy this jacket’
controversial campaign is an example of impactful
sustainable marketing, with the intent for readers
to consider the effect of consumerism on the
environment and only purchase necessities. (The
Eco Chic Design Award, 2014)
In a case study interview with H&M, they say
Marketing is used to connect with the conscious
consumer through utilising creative online
platforms and implementing transparency in all
content as “targeting female fashionistas and
male counterparts has always been the brands’
social media strategy, working with credible ecoinfluencers who are relatable to the conscious
consumers.” (Pound, 2019) Likewise, an interview
with KTO’s Creative Director stated they are also
tapping into the rise of social commerce and
consumer desire to shop through social media.
Though they don’t invest in paid promotions,
they make sure their content is consistently
engaging. Their main marketing strategy is
“Getting customers involved and networking with
likeminded people which drives organic growth

satisfying their needs for honest marketing.
unsustainable businesses, that the cost garment
production, innovative marketing, and overall
greenness is “skyrocketing at most companies, with
little chance of payback insight.” (Harvard Business
Review, 1994)
In a case study interview with H&M, they say
Marketing is used to connect with the conscious
consumer through utilising creative online platforms
and implementing transparency in all content as
“targeting female fashionistas and male counterparts
has always been the brands’ social media strategy,
working with credible eco-influencers who are
relatable to the conscious consumers.” (Pound,
2019) Likewise, an interview with KTO’s Creative
Director stated they are also tapping into the rise
of social commerce and consumer desire to shop
through social media. Though they don’t invest in
paid promotions, they make sure their content is
consistently engaging. Their main marketing strategy
is “Getting customers involved and networking with
likeminded people which drives organic growth
and sales for the brand” (Pound, 2019) which has
proven to be a success for a smaller, sustainably run
business. Consumers value an innovative approach,
satisfying their needs for honest marketing.

Image 25.

Image 26.

3.4 SUMMARY

Pulling key findings together, both the author’s
research and existing literature has shown that
each fashion brand, including H&M and KTO, run
on different business strategies even though they
share the same sustainability vision. Putting a planetover-profit and translating this through marketing
campaigns effectively is a necessity to adhere to
the modern-day consumer and future generation’s
needs. Sustainable marketing does not have to be an
extraordinary investment but rather finding innovative
ways to adapt current strategies has proven to be
successful. The report offers inspiration by exploring
the fundamental factors of implementing sustainability
into a yet to be or already established business and
explores theory for effective marketing.

Image 24.
WGSN’s top eco-influencers.
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CONCLUSION
The research report achieved the aim of exploring
how fashion organisations are implementing
sustainable practises within strategies and how
they are connecting with the conscious consumer
through effective Marketing. The research delved into
current issues facing the fashion sector regarding
sustainability, primary research conducted by the
author revealed survey respondent themes in
response to expectations from fashion brands, with
comments such as ‘transparency’ and ‘honesty’
repeated by 10 participants. These were then used
to drive further research in regards to the conscious
consumer and their purchasing preferences. Existing
literature combined with primary research from a
variety of credible sources provided the author with
a thorough understanding of the values, desires,
and needs of the modern-day consumer as well as
considering how future generations will respond to
sustainable fashion.

such as the Triple Bottom Line Approach into
marketing strategies to connect with the conscious
consumer. This information allows the author to
provide recommendations for future research and
studies.

Additionally, to add substance to research H&M
and Know The Origin were case studies chosen
by the author for their difference in strategy and
presence, however, they shared the vision for a
sustainable future. Utilising SWOT analysis allowed
the author to analyse the brand’s sustainable journey
and the successful strategies used.

To conclude, the aim has been satisfied by both
the author’s material and existing literature and has
provided quality content to inform organisations
how to implement sustainability into business
strategies successfully by following case study
examples and credible theory that can produce
successful marketing, connecting with the conscious
consumer. This report may also be of interest to the
fashion consumer who wishes to know more about
sustainability within the industry and how brands are
considering environmental and ethical impacts over
profit.

Subsequently, limitations of the study were
presented whilst proposing primary research
methods, such as interviews with case studies and
industry experts, locations were not easily accessible.
However, the author overcame implications by
arranging telephone interviews and remaining in
contact as new information was key to the success
of this report. The online survey was distributed
strategically through Poll Pool and at events to
avoid biased responses and to reach the correct
audience, this method allowed the author to control
the demographics and interests of respondents, this
generated the most accurate data.

Thus, to satisfy the final aim of this report from
a business to consumer perspective, analysing and
evaluating how market leaders are conveying their
sustainability message and incorporating theories
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
RECOMMENDATION ONE:
IMPLEMENTING SUSTAINABILITY
The findings of this study summarise important
recommendations for further research on the topic.
The evidence in this study suggests that there is a
dominating issue within the fashion sector, what is
now often referred to as a ‘macro-trend’ by industry
experts (Pound, 2019), Sustainability is at the centre
of consumer purchasing decisions and the desire for
brands to adopt the Triple Bottom Line Approach,
putting profit at the bottom, has been almost essential
for shoppers to see from the brands they invest in.
(Beehner, 2019)
Therefore, brands have the opportunity to learn
more about how to adopt sustainable practises
tailored to their budget and business model, as
research revealed unsustainable businesses fear
the cost of going green. To eliminate this argument,
future studies could research how a potential service
could be offered, offering detailed guidance to all
organisations how to adapt their business strategies
effectively and list key factors their consumers want to
see from them which is efficient and effective.

RECOMMENDATION TWO:
CONSUMER CONNECTION
Present-day fashion consumers are changing
and buying behaviour is continuing to evolve. (The
Ethical Consumer, 2019) Theories suggest that the
conscious consumer community is growing, and
future generations will believe that environmental
priority should be at the centre of all decisions, not
just their fashion purchasing decisions. With theories
also suggesting that the future consumer will boycott
brands that do not adhere to planet-over-profit with
shopping now becoming “a political act”. (Plante,
2019)

There is, therefore, a definite need for future
studies dedicated to researching future generations
to come, with an analysis and evaluation of more
theory for future knowledge. This will allow brands to
understand what consumers will expect from fashion
brands and can then prepare in advance for their
sustainability visions.

RECOMMENDATION THREE:
MARKETING
Key findings such as “21% of people would support
brands that convey sustainability aspects through
their marketing and packaging” (Unilever 2017)
exemplifies how reaching the conscious consumer
through marketing requires incorporating their need
for change and innovation in a way that can be
perceived as honest and transparent. For example,
participants in a focus group had heightened positive
responses in regards to collaborative campaigns with
influencers promoting eco-fashion. However, they
lost the trust of the conscious consumer through bad
execution, perceiving this as “untrustworthy” from
a brand yet to show transparency throughout their
supply chain. (Pound, 2019)
This suggests brands need to dismantle the
structure of marketing strategies and consider
the conscious consumer values throughout their
decisions. Know The Origin had shown a different
perspective to marketing that has proven to be
successful, growing presence successfully through
face-to-face connections and networking with
likeminded people at events and online. Brands have
the opportunity to create marketing campaigns that
focus purely on sustainability and environmental
priority, which would connect and adhere to the
conscious consumer successfully through marketing.
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“Fashion has the power
to not only redefine our
own industry, but to
become a role model for
others to reinvent their
practices.
(Levi Strauss & Co. 2014)

SUMMARY
Research regarding the future generations of
conscious consumers will enable a clearer vision
of how to continue an ongoing connection with the
consumer and keep them engaged through marketing
campaigns. Combining this with future research
regarding strategies adopted by upcoming brands will
give already will give unsustainable brands credible
guidance.
Future studies need to research what will be next
in industry, with innovations such as By Rotation,
whereby consumers can rent designer fashion, is
rising in popularity it would be important to research
why consumers are choosing to abandon purchasing
new products altogether, and are instead renting
products and embracing slow-fashion. (By Rotation,
2019) There is a broad opportunity for future research,
considering implications overcame by this report, the
recommendations suggest several courses of action
for studies into the future conscious consumer, the
Millennial, Gen Z, and Gen X community, and what is
next for sustainable fashion brands.
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